Across

2 Jacques Demy and Donovan team up to retell a medieval folktale (3 words)

3 This Heath Ledger medieval action film will "Rock You" (3 words)

5 The British comedy troupe on the hunt for 7-across (2 words)

7 See 5-across (3 words)

8 This animated film shows the magic behind illuminated manuscripts (4 words)

10 A knight plays a game of chess with Death in this iconic Bergman film (3 words)

Down

1 Orlando Bloom and Liam Neeson head to the Crusades (3 words)

4 Mads Mikkelsen goes full Viking in this Nicolas Winding Refn film (2 words)

6 This French comedy about time-traveling knights was the highest grossing film there in 1993 (2 words)

9 Robert Zemeckis directed this all-CGI retelling of an epic poem you read in high school